My dearest Lilian:

Do not know whether you are expecting a note again this week or not, but I do not mind writing so wasn’t your plan entirely satisfactory.

I was so glad to get your letter yesterday, was looking for your letter Wed. so sure enough when came in from cousin Walter’s chat evening, asked Mama where my letter was just like knew it was here.
Now what in the world did you go and try to lift more than you should for? I am so sorry about it and it has bothered me no little since you wrote for I have been with one all my life that have weak back and knew just how careful they have to be, especially when it comes to lifting anything. Won't you please be careful hereafter for your own sake.

Well I fished a while Monday morning and Monday evening it was just too cold to try to work on my car so...
there hasn't been anything done to it until yet, but 
guess will get fixed up before 
very long, sent an order to 
yesterday for some tools that 
need in doing repairs work so 
it can get them will have 
about a complete set and 
will be able to do what 
anything that has to be done.
It surely doesn't seem on
the expose side to do the 
repair jobs instead of going 
to a garage.
Hope it will be fair now 
as can learn my planted 
tomorrow.
Can hardly suspect Grace
Truman down when get started reading but the trouble is I do not have but a few minutes to read each day but am over half through and hope to finish by Sunday if care. Think Papa and Cousin We had a fine time in Richmond only Papa come back before he was and heard enough. Guess this will do for now this week, and am so glad it is your time to write first next week. Hope you are well by this time and hoping to see you soon.

Yours, Rob.
Miss Lilian Nance
Moneta
Route #2
Virginia